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03.04.2016

department of gardens to build
new restaurants the butter
was probable tributaries planting
jonquils flooding no simple
matter for a new park in the sea

gift that he alembic largesse
mountain newspapers county another
acre Fishburn historical land
speed accounting amortized revert
young counterculture of the social
picnic salamander bluebird cuckoo
eastern screech owl watersnake
yellow-crowned night heron
rufous-sided towhee Murray Run
Works Progress Administration health

03.05.2016

works rufous-yellow eastern picnic
progress-sided crowned screech salamander
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60th Birthday

got up at noon.
made some vispo.
talked with Sue about retiring.
Sue made bread.
we ate it, along with pierogis
and chicken, for breakfast.
read about Trump and authoritarianism.
read Greenwald on Trump's policies.
made a series of subtraction poems.
spent an hour or so going through
some of my collection of TLPs and chapbooks
(Bennett, Topel, Bertola, Fierens, Segay,
Nikonova, Gaze...).
made a few more visual poems.
wrote John Bennett to ask about contact
info for the mail artist Connie Jean.
read some poems at The Gonzo Library of
The Indy Outlaw site.
watched basketball with Sue.
ate pizza for dinner.
responded to an email from Michael Peters
about the Kohoutenberg Heteronyms book,
him visiting during the upcoming festival,
his x-fest performance with Id M Theft
Able and Crank Sturgeon, and his sparrow
poems ("5 years aint no sentence").
finished Six Months Aint No Sentence Book 155.
started Six Months Aint No Sentence Book 156.
made eleven tlps.
washed the dishes.
did the laundry.
it is 12:33 AM.
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cond by theory reality
natura mas domestica
at all every moon
abilit swimming
continuity is no zero
anything clear so
undecidable generic
norms and rules can
convene in position
foaming traditional
parameters outward

experiments cond by theory reality
natura very mas domestica
at all descends every moon
abilit swimming extreme
continuity is no arbitrary zero
anything construct clear so
undecidable systemic generic
norms and causation rules can
convene perceived in position
physical foaming traditional
parameters outward hypnotic

exexperiments cond by theory reality
natura exvery mas domestica
at all exdescends every moon
abilit swimming exextreme
continuity is no exarbitrary zero



anything construct clear exso
undecidable systemic exgeneric
norms and causation exrules can
convene experceived in position
exphysical foaming traditional
parameters exoutward hypnotic

exexperiments condura by theory reality
natura exvery masura domestica
at all exdescends every moonura
abilitura swimming exextreme
continuity isura no exarbitrary zero
anything constructura clear exso
undecidable systemicura exgeneric
norms and causation exrules canura
convene experceived inura position
exphysical foamingura traditional
parameters exoutward hypnoticura

exexperiments condura bytica theory reality
naturatica exvery masura domestica
attica all exdescends every moonura
abilitura swimming exextremetica
continuity isura notica exarbitrary zero
anything constructura cleartica exso
undecidable systemicuratica exgeneric
normstica and causation exrules canura
convenetica experceived inura position
exphysicaltica foamingura traditional
parameters exoutward hypnoticuratica
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with toe himself system
absurdity frightened
dailiness burning
wrestling the ashes of
selfmind typewriters
buttered pause parsed
offices/streets who
was sitting on the
rotting porch in the
compartmental summer,
which is a new lettuce
potato passage during
our paper conversation,
schematic soap thus



experiential Marxism,
coiled learning, the
middle toe morality
is the reason, class.

films with toe himself system
absurdity pig frightened
dailiness burning advantage
wrestling the ashes musketeers of
slums selfmind typewriters
buttered penthouse pause parsed
offices/gangster streets who
was sitting hallways on the
rotting porch in dingy the
saloons compartmental summer,
which retail is a new lettuce
potato passage realistic during
our paper conversation, romantic
schematic soap bias thus
experiential precursor Marxism,
coiled downstairs learning, the
middle toe escapes morality
is the reason, newspaper class.

films with toe himself system termite
absurdity pig nibbling frightened
dailiness nostalgic burning advantage
wrestling the rhythmic ashes musketeers of
curved slums selfmind typewriters
buttered silhouette penthouse pause parsed
offices/cowboy gangster streets who
was sitting dyspeptic hallways on the
scrambled rotting porch in dingy the
saloons compartmental eating summer,
which retail is a new lettuce reverted



potato passage realistic assemblage during
our paper aesthetic conversation, romantic
components schematic soap bias thus stylized
experiential precursor contours Marxism,
coiled downstairs patio learning, the
middle toe density escapes morality
is the puzzling reason, newspaper class.

03.06.2016

imagination films with toe
imagination himself system termite
absurdity passion pig nibbling
frightened passion
dailiness nostalgic personal burning
advantage personal
wrestling the rhythmic reclaim
ashes musketeers reclaim
curved slums unforeseen selfmind
typewriters unforeseen
buttered verse silhouette penthouse
pause parsed verse
offices/pursuit cowboy gangster
streets who pursuit
was sitting tradition dyspeptic
hallways on tradition the
scrambled rotting literature porch
in dingy the literature
saloons compartmental custom eating
custom summer,
sketch which retail is
sketch a new lettuce
reverted periodical
potato passage periodical realistic
assemblage during intonation
our paper intonation aesthetic



conversation, romantic prosody
components schematic prosody soap
bias thus prolonged stylized
experiential prolonged precursor contours
vanishes Marxism,
vanishes coiled downstairs patio
learning, the simultaneous
middle toe simultaneous density
escapes ensuing morality
is the ensuing puzzling
lyrical reason, newspaper lyrical class.

journal imagination films with toe
instead imagination himself system termite
alternating absurdity passion pig nibbling
collaborative frightened passion
minimal dailiness nostalgic personal burning
sentence advantage personal
lunch wrestling the rhythmic reclaim
waking ashes musketeers reclaim
thing curved slums unforeseen selfmind
thing typewriters unforeseen
thing buttered verse silhouette penthouse
cattle pause parsed verse
sewing machine offices/pursuit cowboy gangster
continuously streets who pursuit
intervals was sitting tradition dyspeptic
mirror hallways on tradition the
limited scrambled rotting literature porch
cards in dingy the literature
brick saloons compartmental custom eating
handled construct happens custom summer,
metaphorical sketch which retail is
prepositional sketch a new lettuce
derange reverted periodical
reduced potato passage periodical realistic
material assemblage during intonation
rewrite our paper intonation aesthetic
connotative conversation, romantic prosody



apartment components schematic prosody soap
shifting bias thus prolonged stylized
self experiential prolonged precursor contours
choose find imitate vanishes Marxism,
remember vanishes coiled downstairs patio
drives structural learning, the simultaneous
long walk middle toe simultaneous density
fictional escapes ensuing mortality
is consciousness emerges the ensuing puzzling
lyrical reason, newspaper lyrical class war.

journal eggshells films with toe
instead sense himself system termite
alternating absurdity marked pig nibbling
collaborative frightened spreads
minimal dailiness nostalgic encased burning
sentence advantage decided
lunch wrestling the rhythmic vitrine
waking ashes musketeers copies
thing curved slums twist selfmind
thing typewriters sedentary
thing buttered blur silhouette penthouse
cattle pause parsed hieroglyphs

sewing machine mussel reunite cowboy gangster
continuously streets who systems
intervals was sitting images dyspeptic
mirror hallways on sheets the
limited scrambled rotting bottles porch
cards in dingy the consumer
brick saloons compartmental invasion eating
handled construct happens global summer,
metaphorical chair which retail is
prepositional spilling a new lettuce
derange reverted exotic
reduced potato passage realistic socks



material assemblage during pamphlets
rewrite our paper layering aesthetic
connotative conversation, romantic granola
apartment components schematic scribbling soap
shifting bias thus peanut butter stylized
self experiential sleek precursor contours
choose find imitate transforms Broodthaers
remember privileged coiled downstairs patio
drives structural learning, the downpour
long walk middle toe playback density
fictional escapes castle authority
is consciousness emerges the literal puzzling
conjures reason, newspaper swimming class war.

journal eggshells films with lips
instead sense himself system desire
alternating absurdity marked neck
collaborative frightened contours
minimal dailiness nostalgic miracle
sentence advantage the touch
lunch wrestling the rhythmic robe
waking ashes musketeers climb
thing curved slums twist fingers
thing typewriters evoked
thing buttered blur silhouette sun
cattle pause parsed lingering

sewing machine mussel reunite fragrance
continuously streets who shoulders
intervals was sitting images refusing



mirror hallways on sheets curve
limited scrambled rotting bottles follow
cards in dingy the curious dream
brick saloons compartmental flesh
handled construct happens global petal
metaphorical chair which retail trembling
prepositional spilling a new twilight
derange Renée Vivien veiled
reduced potato passage realistic trees

material assemblage during twilight
rewrite our paper layering veils
connotative conversation, lingering
apartment components schematic lips
shifting bias thus peanut branches
self experiential sleek miracle
choose find imitate Berthe de Courriere
remember privileged coiled desires
drives structural learning, the subtle
long walk middle toe playback touch
fictional escapes castle breast
is consciousness emerges the found
conjures reason, newspaper flesh
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Youth is not a question of years: one is young or old from birth. --Natalie Clifford Barney
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SUN RA

THE ---------------O--------------LOGY .....

The o logy concerns the o.
The o is the earth
The oath is the curse, the oath, the word
The earth is the erth, the eorthe, the orth/oith/oth...the o...the o/oeth/oat
The earth is three/thre
And X is three from the end of the alphabet...zyx...Z-Y-X......
Now X is C because C is the initial
But X is sometimes used instead
C is three and X is three.

The O..the cipher..the code
The code X..the codex..the law
The cipher is lu cipher
The Le is Lu because The is Thu
The cipher:Lucipher:Lucifer........

|||||||||||||||||||||||



lips eggshells films with
desire sense himself system
neck absurdity marked
contours frightened
miracle dailiness nostalgic
touch advantage the
robe wrestling the rhythmic
climb ashes musketeers
fingers curved slums twist
evoked typewriters
sun buttered blur silhouette
lingering pause parsed

sewing reunite fragrance
continuously shoulders
intervals images refusing
mirror sheets curve
limited bottles follow
cards the curious dream
brick flesh
handled global petal
metaphorical retail trembling
prepositional new twilight
derange veiled
reduced realistic trees

material
rewrite our
apartment
shifting bias
self
remember
drives structural
long walk middle



fictional
is consciousness
conjures

soul lips eggshells films with
desire heaven sense himself system
neck absurdity lachrymose marked
contours frightened transubstantiate
miracle dailiness antihero nostalgic
touch advantage am/word the
robe wrestling flame the rhythmic
climb so far ashes musketeers
understanding fingers curved slums twist
evoked palimpsest typewriters
sun buttered nothing but blur silhouette
lingering pause light parsed recollection

pharmacology sewing reunite fragrance
continuously omnipotent shoulders
intervals images still still refusing
mirror sheets curve lines wander
limited bottles we, our follow us
cards the abstract curious dream
mad (insight) brick flesh
handled global starry petal
metaphorical retail trembling ecology
prepositional new season twilight
derange shudder longing veiled
reduced realistic warrior trees



wheelbarrow material
rewrite ingredient our
apartment samovar
shifting lighthouse bias
self sea shop bang
remember laughing woe
drives Buddha structural
long walk hardwired middle
fictional nun magical
is cafe consciousness
conjures fusion omnibus

prepositional twist evoked palimpsest typewriters
ecology sun buttered nothing but blur silhouette
trees soul lips eggshells films with
warrior desire heaven sense himself system
realistic neck absurdity lachrymose marked
reduced contours frightened transubstantiate
veiled miracle dailiness antihero nostalgic
season longing touch advantage am/word the
shudder robe wrestling flame the rhythmic
new derange climb so far ashes musketeers
twilight understanding fingers curved slums
trembling lingering pause light parsed recollection

omnibus pharmacology sewing reunite fragrance
fusion continuously omnipotent shoulders
conjures intervals images still still refusing
is cafe mirror sheets curve lines wander
magical limited bottles we, our follow us
fictional nun cards the abstract curious dream
structural long middle mad (insight) brick flesh
Buddha hardwired handled global starry petal
drives walk consciousness metaphorical retail



shop woe wheelbarrow material
laughing rewrite ingredient our
sea remember apartment samovar
self bang shifting lighthouse bias
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Dejan Bogojevic

Can you write a comment on my pictures? I will announce in the catalog. thank you

3/5, 6:09am
Dejan Bogojevic
Saturday
3/5, 11:28am
Jim Leftwich

great works, Dejan -- thanks for sending them! let me think about a comment. i will have
something for you soon.

Today
5:03am
Dejan Bogojevic

Thanks! wait a comment ...

Today
2:30pm
Jim Leftwich

Collage, visual poetry, photography, graffiti, gestural abstraction, geometric abstraction, op art --
all emerge as components of an aesthetic expression in these works by Dejan Bogojevic. The
eye moves among them, testing reading-routes, proposing and discarding first one visual



syntax, then another. There is a restless quality evident in their making, and an equally restless
pleasure in attempting to come to terms with the collisions and collusions implicit in the
multiplicity of their styles and techniques. --jim leftwich, 03.07.2016
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virtual way represents
minutes translated
eye cashmere propaganda
formica expression
like decibel embroidery
obsessed graffiti forest
collaged pure djinn kazoo
figphantom pink silk
signals stricken reptiles
piano mathematical vodka
kudzu iguana snake-eyes
a zither soup tomato
nods primeval zaum
cola pajama fact

why virtual way represents
minutes power translated
eye cashmere novel propaganda
formica expression paranoia
like decibel stated embroidery
obsessed sentence graffiti forest
hyperbolic collaged pure djinn kazoo
figphantom surface pink silk
signals stricken hidden reptiles
piano mathematical vodka doubt
kudzu iguana snake-critics eyes
a zither soup placid tomato



nods investigation primeval zaum
cola our pajama familiar fact

why virtual way represents forensic
minutes power locatable translated
eye cashmere materialization novel
propaganda constraints formica
expression paranoia like hint
decibel stated embroidery obsessed
sentence crisis graffiti forest
hyperbolic collaged pure ease djinn
kazoo figphantom surface pink file
silk signals stricken hidden reptiles
copies piano mathematical vodka relies
doubt kudzu iguana snake-ambiguity
critics eyes a zither vacillating
soup placid tomato non-questionable
nods investigation primeval zaum
cola unding our pajama familiar fact

hy virtual way represents forensic
inutes power locatable translated
ye cashmere materialization novel
ropaganda constraints formica
xpression paranoia like hint
ecibel stated embroidery obsessed
entence crisis graffiti forest
yperbolic collaged pure ease djinn
azoo figphantom surface pink file
ilk signals stricken hidden reptiles
opies piano mathematical vodka relies
oubt kudzu iguana snake-ambiguity
ritics eyes a zither vacillating
oup placid tomato non-questionable
ods investigation primeval zaum
ola unding our pajama familiar fact
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bureaucracy interprets
the circulated network

organizations are fine
if artistic genuity and
cheap romantic matchbooks

a half-hour
in the opening
were less

factories open
for room eighty
in the serious
aspirations

how the house hours
striking the caucus

both support
that tradition
in the empire
of our time

the most daring
threat who argued
the world over
to commemorate
proposed socialist
labor



triangle fire was
for memory immersed

personal concave was
who wilts again
is that
chased a striker
were biased
by the daisy
clubbed between
struggles unable

culminated notorious shopping

the slice often professed
the support overturned
overtime singing polluted light

big cities
under famous onions
in the laundry



bread wage and law
ridiculous
lest the right
who
by the ordinary bulk of forgetting
participate in
the autobiographies of ghosts

evidence then Britain the
every yes a yes

the growling market

paid to coat
under the
backbenches
of Britain

tooth-left
in private
real-estate



meanwhile crumbling
the moderately broken
perspective

not sciences
of quest

dilate the actual

details of weather
conversant
to the soup

increase practical closure

gifts are red and open

gifts are read proximity
like the argument
upon tongues
the middle foaming clothing
with slender time

generosity is a peculiar exploring

nothing is more criminal
than the beauty
of the true

nothing is more beautiful
than the minerals
of the true

nothing is more mineral
than the vegetable
of the true



loom barge
in medium
doorjamb

dominates instantly ex

a stufed
ocean, validity, and
romantic plagiarist pasts

banal is now canal

everyone think
incurable
five of journal

in turn to make the angular mark

aspirin shimmering

swallowing simple testimonies

decomposing another



another

cloth
suspended
to the piece

across the chairs the

accumulate for a
weekly retired
backwards

once seventh flood
unread
as robbery
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in which
the hero

in which
the hero
television



in which
the hero
surreal

in which
the hero
trees

in which
the hero
confusion moves

in which
the hero
scarcely thought

in which
the hero
is too silence

in which
the hero
rattles nor possible

in which
the hero
neither nonsense nor kiln



in which
the hero
bursts agility

in which
the hero
exposed adhering metaphor

in which
the hero
revealed temporal fires

in which
the hero
is fierce and undone

in which
the hero
as much

in which
the hero
wrote curving waters

in which
the hero
battered albatross



in which
the hero
aloft winged dancing polite

in which
the hero
reflected what is

in which
the hero
letters a mirror

in which
the hero
thought who is

in which
the hero
rests in a village

in which
the hero
the bird the wind for long

in which
the hero
as strange as another



in which
the hero
as if as is

in which
the hero
revolved inflated

in which
the hero
circles the taunt

in which
the hero
the former
this

in which
the hero
blossoms

in which
the hero
wrecks the weekend

in which
the hero
is heavy and trivial



in which
the hero
is morbid indefinitely

in which
the hero
has unclear devastation

in which
the hero
is an infinity
of melancholy

in which
the hero
can never be effective

in which
the hero
is anything
but the moment

in which
the hero
is feeling foolish

in which
the hero
potential no potential



in which
the hero
green peppers and paper

in which
the hero
follows the roof

in which
the hero
lingering lingering

in which
the hero
risk to merge

in which
the hero
is nonsense, absurdity, definitions

in which
the hero
exercises each other

in which
the hero
highlights
the purple
lather



in which
the hero
alights
forthcoming

in which
the hero
feathers their array

in which
the hero
however
is here

in which
the hero
intersects
toenails

in which
the hero
noodles
transpiring

in which
the hero
amnesia
lettuce



in which
the hero
hospital
kitchen

in which
the hero
moonlight,
moonlight skinny cats

in which
the hero
gas station
garden
sidewalk
wooden pencil

in which
the hero
is silent

in which
the hero
what

in which
the hero
consistently if



in which
the hero
remains
quiet

in which
the hero
personal degree

in which
the hero
conversation

in which
the hero
was often during

in which
the hero
hovering the veil

in which
the hero
than one
to one
the trouble
distant
anxiety



in which
the hero
the thousand
beings over
our head

in which
the hero
what was
what was
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objection affectation

sorts of desperation
in the midst
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from new york’s free jazz loft scene, with tom marcello’s photos from studio rivbea
by Bradford Bailey
Despite my origins in the worlds of Punk and Hardcore, I’ve long bristled at the credit it receives
for the origins of D.I.Y. Nearly every attribute of the idiom can be traced to the Free-Jazz scene
of this era. The reason my curiosity about it remained unanswered for so long, was because of
the obscurity of its artifacts. Very few are aware of them. The “loft scene” was largely
documented on small artist run labels. Pressing numbers were low, and it took many years for
their sounds to reach my ears – let alone my hands and shelves. Most of the label’s were run
from musicians’ apartments, without distribution, and generally only managed to release
discographies in the single digits. They also captured some of the most incredible sounds I’ve
ever heard. The catalogs of labels like Ak-Ba (Charles Tyler), Survival (Rashied Ali),  Bisharra
(Abdul Wadud), Reality Unit Concepts (Willam Hooker), Anima (Billy Bang), Mustevic Sound
(Steve Reid), and Muntu (Jemeel Moondoc), among others, are some of the most treasured in
my collection. What should be understood about each is that though Free-Jazz during this
period endured considerable neglect, most of these artist could (and often did) record for more
prominent labels. The choice to self-release was a political gesture of self-determination which
asserted control over the totality of their creative practices.

In addition to the labels and self released periodicals, the axis around which this scene orbited
was a cluster of alternative and self-initiated venues in lower Manhattan. These were usually run
from a contributor’s home (loft), and likely drew inspiration from a series of concerts that Ornette
Coleman had begun holding in his Prince Street loft during the 60’s. Though there were many
more, the most notable of these were Studio Rivbea (24 Bond Street) run by Sam Rivers,



Ladies’ Fort (2 Bond Street) run by Joe Lee Wilson, Ali’s Alley (77 Greene Street) run by
Rashied Ali,  Environ (476 Broadway) run by John Fischer, Studio We (193 Eldridge Street) run
by James Duboise and Juma Sultan, and Studio WIS (Chelsea) run by Warren Smith.  These
venues gave rise to an incredible creative ferment, as well as total artistic freedom. Among the
brightest minds of their generation – Henry Threadgill, Leo Smith, Fred Hopkins, Steve McCall,
William Parker, Rashied Ali, Ahmed Abdullah, Hamiet Bluiett, Arthur Blythe, Anthony Braxton,
Roscoe Mitchell, Julius Hemphill, Oliver Lake Frank Lowe, David Murray, Leroy Jenkins, Sirone,
Jerome Cooper, Charles Tyler, Abdul Wadud, Muhal Richard Abrams, Willam Hooker, Billy
Bang, Jemeel Moondoc, and Milford Graves, among dozens of others, gathered regularly to
collaborate and create profoundly ambitious music in the company of few beyond their peers.
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as it is my attention

even though storage is looking at it

digital that paper
paper additions

in between hardly
participation



in between hardly
digital

in between hardly
scientific

in between hardly
bemoaning

in between hardly
collage

in between hardly
enough

in between hardly
enthralled



in between hardly
inherently

in between hardly
fresh

in between hardly
inevitably

in between hardly
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tin whittle raphesemic pipes
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syllables bay center swan
embroidered sawdust
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may have red are bridges
multi-sensory trajectory
fur soda birds elaborate
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beat the night a work of
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anachronistic multi-sensory trajectory
charcoal tin whittle raphesemic pipes
wool the lumber chute from the
bowl syllables bay center swan
affective embroidered sawdust
yellow in the village cult past
irregular may have red are bridges
popcorn fur soda birds elaborate
gestural hone soldiers with beans
letteral beat the night a work of
ironing elastic backwards twenty-five
prose slow motion everyday signifiers

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

December 22, 2015
12/22, 11:41pm
Jim Leftwich

i trust you made it back home in one piece. great having you down here, as always.

12/22, 11:42pm
Evan Damerow

Made it

December 23, 2015
12/23, 1:30pm
Evan Damerow

thanks so much for having me. looking forward to next time already

12/23, 1:32pm



Jim Leftwich

you are welcome, and you are welcome anytime

December 29, 2015
12/29, 4:58pm
Jim Leftwich

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmrchX7qYpU

Edgard Varèse - Poème électronique
Poème électronique, for tape (1957-1958) Transfer from the original master by Konrad Boehmer
and Kees Tazelaar, Institute of Sonology, Royal Conservatory, Th...
youtube.com
12/29, 4:58pm
Jim Leftwich

married to Louise Varese, the woman who translated Rimbaud's Illuminations

January 5
1/5, 3:26pm
Evan Damerow

I just sent a few Jim Leftwich originals your way

1/5, 3:27pm
Jim Leftwich

cool. i need some.

i will sell them to you, sight unseen, for $300 a piece. it's a better deal than you think it is.

January 5
1/5, 10:05pm
Evan Damerow

Don't worry, you already paid for them. Shit, I forgot to add a bill of sale in the envelope.

Next envelope

1/5, 11:08pm
Jim Leftwich



i quit work today.

so, since i'm not longer selling my soul to war-malt, i need to sell everything else, even fake
leftwich vispos.

1/5, 11:09pm
Evan Damerow

1,000 and 10 percent!

Shit, yeah okay

A mixture of feelings being felt?

1/5, 11:10pm
Jim Leftwich

congratulations, i think, are in order. i finally made a positive decision about this job.

1/5, 11:11pm
Evan Damerow

Congratulations indeed my friend!

1/5, 11:11pm
Jim Leftwich

yes, something like liberation mixed with stupidity

1/5, 11:11pm
Evan Damerow
1/5, 11:12pm
Evan Damerow
1/5, 11:12pm
Evan Damerow
1/5, 11:12pm
Evan Damerow
1/5, 11:12pm
Evan Damerow
1/5, 11:12pm
Evan Damerow
1/5, 11:12pm
Jim Leftwich



where do you get all these?

1/5, 11:13pm
Evan Damerow

I think they're more part of the phone app?

No idea how to do that on a computer

1/5, 11:13pm
Jim Leftwich

just as well.

1/5, 11:14pm
Evan Damerow

You're right. It'd be all I do. Spiders would cobweb my eyes

1/5, 11:14pm
Jim Leftwich

lakers are getting stomped by the warriors as we speak

1/5, 11:14pm
Evan Damerow

Well shit yeah!

Florida sucks

1/5, 11:15pm
Jim Leftwich

where are you? florida?

oh, ok.

1/5, 11:16pm
Evan Damerow

Good news is, I got my tix back to nz



And getting a round trip from l.a. was as cheap as one way

1/5, 11:18pm
Jim Leftwich

leaving in a couple of weeks, is that right? and back when?

1/5, 11:18pm
Evan Damerow

So I'll definitely be back sometime in July (or even what July denialists call August, or
september, did you read that piece by Joe Abel?) For the festival

1/5, 11:19pm
Jim Leftwich

yes, saw the anti-july bit somewhere

1/5, 11:20pm
Evan Damerow

So howd it go down?

What was the last straw?

I wish I was in Roanoke shooting hoops with you to celebrate

1/5, 11:23pm
Jim Leftwich

got sick, missed a bunch of days, had time to think about the past few weeks, which had been
significantly more miserable than usual, decided that i simply couldn't go back, had done all that
i could do there.

got some stuff done while working there, all the collab fests, festival activities, lots of reading
and writing, hanging out with you and the rest of the guys -- so, not all bad as a job, as in not
getting too much in the way of what i really want to do

but the environment is seriously fucked. even sue said tonight she was surprised i did it as long
as i did.

1/5, 11:26pm



Evan Damerow

But yeah, still, it mustve been like being in maybe a minimal security prison or a real fucked up
mandatory cult experience

Sue is cool with it all?

1/5, 11:27pm
Jim Leftwich

anyway. that's that, now onto whatever's next.

1/5, 11:27pm
Evan Damerow

Yay!

On, or boo!

Oh

1/5, 11:28pm
Jim Leftwich

yeah, sue is cool with it. but we need something else soon.

1/5, 11:28pm
Evan Damerow

BUT even if it's boo, it won't be that same shit

That lady starting up her photo lab any time soon?

1/5, 11:29pm
Jim Leftwich

can't be the same shit, don't think i can take it

need to check with casey about her lab, haven't talked to her in a week or so

1/5, 11:32pm
Evan Damerow



Well that's real good news Jim, congrats man!

1/5, 11:34pm
Jim Leftwich

yeah. i'll keep you posted.

just found casey on facebook, so i can get in touch with her easily enough.

1/5, 11:35pm
Evan Damerow

Yeah, please do

January 7
1/7, 7:26pm
Jim Leftwich

i got the official TPJ original trashpos, but i'm afraid they might be too obviously inauthentic. i
didn't see any date stamps anywhere.

1/7, 9:06pm
Evan Damerow

It takes one to know one / better luck next time

1/7, 9:09pm
Jim Leftwich

maybe i will have to send them back to you for further, how to say, verification of authenticated
legitimacy (the kind of thing we might do if someone sent us a few threads from the shroud of
Turin).

1/7, 9:12pm
Evan Damerow

Didn't I send you some of those? Shit, I knew I meant to

The only problem with sending me things is, I don't know where you can send them. I know I
have a p.o. box in nz, but I don't remember the p.o. box number

Send them to spirit address through burning material form



1/7, 9:16pm
Jim Leftwich

all jiving aside, cool stuff, particularly the entropic book (anti-book). do you really think i would
send it back to you?

1/7, 9:17pm
Evan Damerow

No! ...well ... Maybe

1/7, 9:18pm
Jim Leftwich

not likely

1/7, 9:19pm
Evan Damerow

But probably only if you illicited a promise of modification / addition / resending

1/7, 9:22pm
Jim Leftwich

well, yes, under those circumstances pretty much anything is possible...

1/7, 9:42pm
Evan Damerow

Went to the Dali museum in St. Pete today

This was the best piece on exhibit

1/7, 9:42pm
Evan Damerow
1/7, 9:43pm
Jim Leftwich

i'm not a big fan, but no denying that he was an interesting guy

1/7, 9:48pm
Evan Damerow



I would have been okay staying at the house all day cutting up bits of paper and taping them to
other bits of paper, but my father vetoed staying in the house all day

1/7, 9:50pm
Jim Leftwich

if i was hanging in saint pete i could easily be persuaded to visit the dali museum. it really
doesn't sound like a bad way to spend a couple of hours.

check out Fake Scott MacLeod Artwork

1/7, 9:51pm
Evan Damerow

On google search?

1/7, 9:51pm
Jim Leftwich

no, on his facebook page

1/7, 9:51pm
Evan Damerow

Okay!

1/7, 9:52pm
Jim Leftwich

real fakes. real complicated fakes. because faked by scott. the fakes are real. but the real things
are fake.

1/7, 9:52pm
Evan Damerow

That's real complicated

1/7, 9:54pm
Jim Leftwich

they remind me of the self-portrait that rauschenberg sent to iris clert.

or arman's reply to yves klein's exhibit at the iris clert.



anyway, that was before conceptual art had a name (so was the shroud of Turin, now that i think
of it). sue will be home soon. i need to go cook some chicken.

1/7, 10:01pm
Evan Damerow

Just don't fake the chicken to Iris clert

And no shrouding the Turin, if you know what I mean. I clertainly dont

Today
4:01pm
Evan Damerow

heya Jim, how's stuff going? I've stopped moving around for a bit, i'm in wellington getting rid of
all my shit from my former life. what's new in roanoke, is everyone well?

4:45pm
Jim Leftwich

Sue just had a 9-day vacation. we've been hanging out a lot. watching some basketball. i
haven't really seen much of anyone else. i've been making some books.

4:46pm
Jim Leftwich

https://archive.org/details/KOHOUTENBERGTEXTS

KOHOUTENBERG TEXTS : Jim Leftwich : Free Download & Streaming : Internet Archive
Retorico Unentesi, Ruhe Lucentezza, Anmassend Bekehrt, Parl Dubit, Lupi d'Cort, Croire
Civilizza, Billy Tiche, Michaela Juste, Minestra...
archive.org
4:46pm
Jim Leftwich

https://archive.org/details/AsemicWritingDefinitionsAndContexts19982016

Asemic Writing Definitions And Contexts 1998 2016 : jim leftwich : Free Download & Streaming
:...
asemic writing, history, context, definitions, visual poetry, writing against itself, training manual,
quasi-calligraphic drawing, sound poems, graphic scores,...
archive.org



4:59pm
Evan Damerow

I remember you telling me about kohoutenburg. Is this new material from that vaunted ivory
tower?

5:12pm
Jim Leftwich

it's mostly a history from the perspective of my characters/contributions. pretty much everything
in it is dated. it was (maybe still is, i'm not sure) a conceptual art/poetry/text/theory project that
Scott MacLeod concocted, probably in 1998. he visited me that summer and one afternoon we
drove up from charlottesville to the parkway and he explained the concept and invited me to
contribute to it. i got seriously into it for a few years and wrote probably a couple thousand
pages of poems and texts. a lot of what i wrote got published, mostly in small press print zines
and chapbooks. one big book called the textasifsuch was published by peter ganick in 2005. a
lot also got lost, or i lost access to it when my mac crashed. so, this book is a way of preserving
some of what i could find online, and also a way of pointing to other ways of locating these
materials, if anyone is ever interested in doing that.

5:19pm
Evan Damerow

Neat! I'll be checking it out now that I've got a home base. Also staying in touch

The textasifsuch. Sounds like an inheritable position in service to a monarch

5:22pm
Jim Leftwich

ok. what's next for you? coming to the anti-after fest this summer?

5:26pm
Evan Damerow

Yep, ive already got my ticket as far as l.a.

I'll be there

5:28pm
Jim Leftwich

excellent!



5:28pm
Evan Damerow

Not sure what I'll be able to contribute. I should at least be done with volume 1 of my
zombiefucker zine

5:30pm
Jim Leftwich

you can probably join in on various sound poetry and performance activities. i'm contributing
some tlpress stuff and beyond that i'll be in the audience, maybe taking a few photos...

5:31pm
Evan Damerow

That sounds awesome. The idea of passively consuming an event like this makes me want to
vomit

5:35pm
Jim Leftwich

there will also be ample opportunities for talking and cooking and eating, simultaneously when
possible, kinda like simultaneous concrete/meat poems

5:37pm
Evan Damerow

Lol, yaaaay! Noisemakers! I'll try to come up with some new and potentially effective trash
based noisemakers

Making the trashbagpipes was fun even though they didn't really work great

As far as you know is it all on the 7th?

5:44pm
Jim Leftwich

the 7th through the 10th. yes, we will have to make some practical trashpo noisemakers, those
trashbagpipes were absurd



||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

letteral beat the night a work of
signifiers multi-sensory trajectory
everyday tin whittle raphesemic pipes
motion the lumber chute from the
slow syllables bay center swan
ironing prose embroidered sawdust
twenty-five in the village cult past
backwards may have red are bridges
elastic fur soda birds elaborate
gestural hone soldiers with beans

affective embroidered pipes
yellow in the village cult raphesemic
irregular may have red are whittle
popcorn fur soda birds tin
wool the lumber chute from the
bowl syllables bay center swan
gestural hone soldiers with charcoal
letteral beat the night a work trajectory
ironing elastic backwards multi-sensory
prose slow motion everyday anachronistic

anachronistic multi-sensory prose
charcoal tin whittle raphesemic ironing
wool the lumber chute from letteral
may have red are bridges
fur soda birds elaborate



hone soldiers with beans
beat the night a work of
elastic backwards twenty-five
slow motion everyday signifiers
bowl syllables bay center gestural
affective embroidered popcorn
yellow in the village cult irregular

letteral utensils the night a work of
signifiers fruit-sensory trajectory
everyday sea whittle raphesemic pipes
motion artichokes lumber chute from the
slow pumpkins bay center swan
ironing olives embroidered sawdust
twenty-riddles in the village cult past
backwards puzzles have red are bridges
elastic cabbage soda birds elaborate
gestural peapods soldiers with beans

affective embroidered chestnuts
yellow in gourds village cult raphesemic
irregular may mulberries red are whittle
popcorn fur pears birds tin
wool the wildflowers chute from the
bowl syllables meat center swan
gestural hone roasted with charcoal
letteral beat minestrone night a work trajectory
ironing elastic Arcimboldo multi-sensory
prose slow platters everyday anachronistic



dispossessed multi-sensory prose
exegesis tin whittle raphesemic ironing
wool ta'wil lumber chute from letteral
may engagement red are bridges
fur soda read elaborate
hone soldiers initiated beans
beat the night bracketed work of
elastic backwards renovating poetics
slow motion exploits signifiers
bowl syllables bay continuous gestural
present embroidered popcorn
yellow in the immediacy cult irregular

letteral utensils the night a work unknown
signifiers fruit-sensory cannot
everyday sea whittle raphesemic uncertain
motion artichokes lumber chute from notions
slow pumpkins bay center identifiable
ironing olives embroidered performative
twenty-riddles in the village cult ritual
backwards puzzles have red are interrelated
elastic cabbage soda birds unparaphraseable
gestural peapods soldiers with maps

affective embroidered alchemical
yellow in gourds village conjugate raphesemic
irregular may mulberries chymical are whittle
popcorn stories pears birds tin
wool paraphrased wildflowers chute from the
skull syllables meat center swan
gestural temple roasted with charcoal
letteral endless minestrone night a work trajectory
ironing elastic tendencies multi-sensory
prose slow platters redirection anachronistic



dispossessed multi-phase prose
exegesis tin path raphesemic ironing
wool ta'wil mind chute from letteral
may engagement focus are bridges
fur soda narrations elaborate
hone soldiers initiated shifts
beat the night bracketed work setting
elastic influence renovating poetics
slow exit exploits signifiers
bowl syllables action continuous gestural
present embroidered reference
inseparable immediacy cult irregular
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|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Kathy Acker: The only reaction against an unbearable society is equally unbearable nonsense.
(1984)

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Kathy Acker: So this is like a serious interview ...



R.U. Sirius: Yeah, this is a literary magazine, only cooler. I was reading In Memoriam to Identity
-- that part about a woman who's encouraged by a professor to poison somebody ...
KA: Don Quixote?
RUS: Uh ...
KA: I don't remember. I write it to get it out of me. I don't write it to remember it.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Chiara Moioli: Hi Florian, to introduce the discourse, would you elaborate a definition of Neoism
that goes beyond “a prefix with a suffix with absolutely nothing in the middle”?

Florian Cramer: I think it’s fair to think of Neoism, which in its first five years was a purely North
American (U.S. and Canadian) affair, as a crossbreed of American post-1960s anarchist
counterculture (including ideas of itinerant or commune living, radically sharing goods and even
identities, living underneath the radar of authorities/not paying taxes/evading bills, pretty much
what’s described in Abbie Hoffman’s books) with some post-Fluxus DIY/Mail Art spirit thrown in
+ 1970s/80s Eastern European underground culture (secretly organizing festivals in private
apartments, samizdat publishing, subversive overaffirmation of state propaganda – i.e. what’s
also typical for Slovenia pre-1990s).

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Bernadette Mayer

Set up multiple choice or fill-in-the-blanks situations & play with them considering every word an
"object" with no meaning, perhaps just a sound, or, a block of meaning, meaning anything.



Experiment with theft & plagiarism in any form that occurs to you.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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xc-ol;rt 4o4l; 34-0opml;4t
-0o4 ,4-op m4 -op4ml po4m
xc-ol;rt 4o4l; 34-0opml;4t
-0o4 ,4-op m4 -op4ml po4m
xc-ol;rt 4o4l; 34-0opml;4t
-0o4 ,4-op m4 -op4ml po4m
xc-ol;rt 4o4l; 34-0opml;4t
-0o4 ,4-op m4 -op4ml po4m
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gripp up a little sing

xc-ol;rt 4o4l; 34-unraveling
-0o4 ,4-op m4 -purring po4m
xc-ol;rt traveling 34-0opml;4t
-0o4 the -op m4 -op4ml po4m
through ol;rt 4o4l; 34-0opml;4t
-0o4 ,4 roses op m4 -op4ml po4m
xc-ol;rt thro 34-0opml;4t
-0o4 ,4-op m4 -cluster po4m
xc-ol;rt 4o4l; 34-recurring
-0o4 ,4-op m4 -the po4m
xc-ol;rt rite 34-0opml;4t
-0o4 the -op m4 -op4ml po4m
to ol;rt 4o4l; 34-0opml;4t
-0o4 ,4-op m4 -unraveling po4m

gripp up a little sing

caduceus ol;rt 4o4l; 34-unraveling
-0o4 transforming-op m4 -purring po4m
xc-ol;rt traveling 34-rejecting
-0o4 the -op m4 -obtain po4m
through ol;rt source 34-0opml;4t
-0o4 ,4 roses remain m4 -op4ml po4m
xc-cast thro 34-0opml;4t
contented 0o4 ,4-op m4 -cluster po4m
xc-obsession 4o4l; 34-recurring
-0o4 ,4-op despite-the po4m
xc-ol;rt rite human-0opml;4t
-0o4 the -op m4 -op4ml craft
to ol;rt 4o4l; genetic-0opml;4t
-0o4 ,4-op reversed-unraveling po4m



gripp up a little sing

caduceus grow 4o4l; 34-unraveling
-0o4 transforming-action m4 -purring po4m
xc-ol;rt traveling booze-rejecting
-0o4 the -op m4 -obtain cause
through ol;rt source 34-family
-0o4 ,4 roses remain m4 -bottles po4m
xc-cast thro thigh-0opml;4t
contented dog,4-op m4 -cluster po4m
crawl obsession 4o4l; 34-recurring
-0o4 psychology-op despite-the po4m
xc-ol;rt rite human-sink
-0o4 the -op m4 -neither craft
to ol;rt total genetic-0opml;4t
-0o4 ,4-memory reversed-unraveling po4m

gripp up a little sing

caduceus grow crushes 34-unraveling
-afterwards transforming-action m4 -purring po4m
xc-violet traveling booze-rejecting
-0o4 the -op metal-obtain cause
through ol;rt source trucks-family
-0o4 ,4 roses remain steam-bottles po4m
xc-cast thro thigh-pollen
contented dog,4-op rising-cluster po4m
crawl obsession feathers 34-recurring
-orchards psychology-op despite-the po4m
meat ol;rt rite human-sink
-0o4 the -dilated m4 -neither craft
to ol;rt total genetic-wheat
-cedars,4-memory reversed-unraveling po4m



Today is Christmas.
Huge clean piles of
snow cover the stre
ets make the street
s ma,gical. Once we
get to the park bel
ow the 8th Street B
ridge I say to myse
lf, “No foot has ev
er marked this snow
before.” My foot st
eps on each unmarke
d bit of snow. T,he
piles are so high I
can barely walk thr
ough them. I fall d
own la ugh ingiiing

Today is Christmas. It is
3:54 PM. Huge clean piles
of snow cover the stre et
s make the street s ma,gi
cal. Once we get to the p
ark bel ow the 8th Street
B ridge I say to myse lf,
“No foot has ev er marked
this snow before.” My foo
t st eps on each unmarked
bit of snow. T,he piles a
re so high I can barely w
alk thr ough them. I fall
d own la ugh ugh ingiiing



Great Expectations. Today is
Christmas. It is 3:54 PM. Hu
ge clean piles of snow cover
the stre et s make the stree
t s ma,gi cal. Once we get t
o the p ark bel ow the 8th S
treet B ridge I say to my,se
lf, “No foot has ev er marke
d this snow before.” My foot
st eps on each unm,arked bit
of snow. T,he pi,les a re so
high I can barely w alk t,hr
ough them. I fall d own la u
gh ugh ingiiing ugh ingiiing

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

QUEEN: Claudius, would you like a piece of bread and cheese?
CLAUDIUS: Yes, please.
QUEEN: We haven’t got any.

(Again, the cell door opens. Al’Amat, overloaded by a tray full of Turkish coffee cups, stumbles
through and falls down.)

QUEEN: Don’t you feel awful working for strangers, Al’Amat?

(All these distinctly different verbal elements go together because nothing makes sense
anymore and this putting together of various cultures is an act of hatred.)

AL’AMAT: I don’t give a damn about anyone anymore, Mrs Claudius. I’m Irish.
QUEEN: Oh. Why don’t you just call me Gertrude?
AL’AMAT: Yes, Mrs. . . . Gertrude.
QUEEN: If I was working for the first time for strange people, I’d be so shy I wouldn’t know what
to do with myself.
AL’AMAT: I hate the English. They infiltrated and made me with their culture. I don’t know how to
speak English well, Mrs. Claudius.



QUEEN: Gertrude. I’m afraid you’re going to have to get used to our life in jail here just as we
have had to do, Al’Amat. Humans, you will learn, can adapt to anything, even to this society.
Inside jail we use neither sexist nor classical nor racist, such as ‘’I hate the English," language.
Although words don’t mean anything anymore.
AL’AMAT: What do you mean words don’t mean anything . . . Gertude?

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

03.12.2016

precarity and societ should
allowed tiny limb that
not bodies knot hovering
the Greenspan reaction
for corporations
the wages that wag the
workers for it the econ
existence precarious
marvels of wind ovret
covert olives retired
group rest stop mostly
inch their citybanl
one phenomend gone has
temps the waking kelp
or what wheat quite
when business models war
malt employees hiring
proliferation of structur
sub-dreams perforated
to serve in professional
causation business style
oxfeet the known fairly
administrators therein



domination management
industry our layers of
witch reduces bank spume
efficiency aft please
menu message costs
vulnerable bone aqua
purposes and discipline
to transfer uneven labors

03.13.2016

meaning ending music worn-one
of spice the aluminum
cigarettewindows
varnished dawn the sidewalk

pools surrounding flowing,
sitting

is this playing leather
on spiral tables
burning spoon
burns and doors



unstained classical fire hydrant

which is the obscure
toward stagnant seams

never was bread

ground-lifted level roofs

gold building nowhere
catering to streets

the same movie
remembers
antique archways

breakfast tasted like stones

pieces would given overpowering
ghost-points
had a dog
as soon as strutting rubbed beach

making about two both
family it
connections the
same property



who measures
nothingness or beginning
expressions breaking dawn

because desk in the
closet memo
memories are unusual
and remember
opposite one street
almost words
patch gardens
dirt parade tube screeching
found
hidden
anything
one hat

stable double my

tuning advantage secretes maneuvers

exercise
deployed moral gravity

gravy is depravity

the entrance to
school have a fire-tie
logistical straight or flush
carrier tactical methods
epede challenge the axiom



holiday in the thin human drops

bloodchipped wrist, brightly

razorzone
around meat
to wind

intertwined
political touch
between obvious
neck the
bowl
the naked owl

disintegrate
red slide holding
wandfork drops
folding thunder

starink histo
if seaweed



who pulls silver when chaos
pool enters they
they bowling pouring
clump
lump temporal temperature
if sep wa h ag o lies
they f
f
fffffffffffffffffffffffffff


